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STUDY: ADVANCED TV ATTRIBUTION NOW RIVALS DIGITAL
USE OF DATA LEVELS MARKETING PLAYING FIELD
TV attribution has now matured and can stand alongside
attribution techniques that so far have served only digital.
That’s according to the FreeWheel Council for Premium
Video (FWC) and the Video Advertising Bureau (VAB)
in a joint report, Assigning TV Credit: A Practical Guide to
Attribution.
Rapid TV News says after analyzing
results of case studies from marketers
across several segments — including
packaged goods, automotive, quickservice restaurants and retail — the organizations found
TV bolstered by data can engage consumers and drive
acquisition behavior through smart targeting and crosschannel coordination in all stages of the marketing funnel.
“Whereas TV’s contribution has traditionally been
confined to brand and awareness only, the availability
of data from smart devices and the application of this
data have significantly changed the game,” said James
Rothwell, vice president of global agency, brand and
industry relations at FreeWheel. “By injecting data into the
equation, marketers are now able to shine a light on TV’s
efficacy and vital role in pushing consumers through the
purchase funnel.”
The report also concluded that for awareness, advanced
TV creates incremental reach opportunities that expand
the base of qualified audiences to drive more potential
customers through the purchase funnel. A case study
from Comcast Spotlight’s campaign for a regional car
dealership successfully reached elusive audiences by
combining linear TV with premium digital TV.
For consideration, linear and digital TV have the ability
to drive online search and discovery. The VAB’s first TV
campaign, featuring the founders of Wayfair and Gwynnie
Bee, resulted in significant lifts in traffic to the VAB website.
For intent, insights from viewership data across multiple
devices helps identify audiences that drive key performance
indicators and inform future buys. A connected TV
campaign with Factual’s luxury retail client delivered a 37
percent increase in store visitation versus other channels.
And for sales, advanced TV targeting
drives incremental reach of qualifying
audiences and discovers and influences
non-loyalists to drive incremental sales.
“Measuring and optimizing TV investment
based on business outcomes is no longer
optional for any brand seeking to grow
revenue or market share,” said Sean
Muller, CEO of iSpot.tv, whose work with
a luxury automaker was featured as one
of the case studies in the publication. “The
ability to measure TV ads in a real-time,
unified and attributable manner has taken
many years of rigorous development,
iteration and market acceptance.”

ADVERTISER NEWS
Amazon increased its TV advertising spending last month
by a whopping 290 percent from the same period in 2017,
according to a report from the ad measurement firm Kantar
Media. The e-commerce giant spent an estimated $35 million
on TV ads from Oct. 29 to Nov. 26, which includes Black
Friday and Cyber Monday. That makes Amazon the fourthbiggest retail spender on television, behind
Walmart, Target and Kay Jewelers...
Hudson’s Bay narrowed its loss in its third
quarter, as the Canadian retailer pointed
to an increase in sales, especially at Saks Fifth Avenue, as
evidence that its transformation efforts were taking root. The
company, which also owns department-store chain Lord &
Taylor, said yesterday that comparable sales at its stores
rose 2.9 percent, led by Saks, which saw same-store sales
rise 7.3 percent. Hudson’s Bay said Saks has now recorded
six consecutive quarters of comparable sales growth...
Department stores across the U.S. account for more than 350
million square feet of mall space. And that number is really
scary to American mall owners, CNBC reports. Department
stores like Sears have filed for bankruptcy this year, closing
hundreds of locations. For the malls and their owners, the
fear is more and more of these massive structures will have
cornerstone department stores go dark — which inevitably
reduces foot traffic... Pizza Hut has agreed to acquire
QuikOrder, an online ordering software and service provider
for restaurants, in a move to learn more about its customers.
The terms of the deal were not released, but the announcement
called it one of Pizza Hut’s biggest acquisitions to date. The
pizza chain has been the laggard among Yum Brands’ fast
food subsidiaries, struggling to take advantage of Papa
John’s declining market share... TravelCenters of America
has sold its Minit Mart convenience store business to EG
Group, a privately held convenience store retailer based in
the U.K., for approximately $330.8 million. The Minit Mart
stores have been a part of TravelCenters’ portfolio for about
five years. The deal includes 225 standalone convenience
stores. The company initially announced the sale agreement
in September.

NETWORK NEWS
AVAILS
A month before the 2019 Golden Globe Awards, Brooklyn
WSET in Roanoke/Lynchburg Va., is looking for a strong
Nine-Nine star Andy Samberg and Killing Eve’s Sandra
General Sales Manager in its Lynchburg office to help
Oh have been named co-hosts for the Jan. 6 ceremony.
guide local, national and digital sales efforts. This position
This is only the second time the Golden Globes has been
requires an individual who possesses strong leadership skills
hosted by a duo, following the three-year stint of Samberg’s
and can direct a local sales team in selling new business and
former Saturday Night Live colleagues Tina Fey and Amy
creating revenue streams through a multi-screen integrated
Poehler. NBC, the TV home of the Golden Globes for the
approach. The candidate must have a successful track record
past 23 years, did not officially become the network for the
in sales management, staff recruitment and developmental
2019 awards until September, when it closed a new eightskills. CLICK HERE for details or to apply. EOE
year deal with the Hollywood Foreign Press Association
The FOX affiliate in Kansas City, WDAF Fox4, seeks a highly
and dick clark productions to keep the
motivated Multi-platform Account
show... The CW is taking a new stab at
Executive to grow our core broadcast
According to a recent study,
developing Dr. Mirage, a drama series
business, interactive platforms and
the average cellphone is
adaptation of the Valiant graphic novel. It’s
digital TV. The AE must develop new
nearly seven times dirtier
based on the story of a female paranormal
business across all platforms. The AE
than a toilet. Yeah, it’s true.
investigator who can communicate with
will negotiate rates, prepare and present
Although there’s an easy
dead souls except the one she wants to
avails and sales packages to agencies
solution: Just rinse off your
reach – the love of her life. The project
and direct advertisers. Use of Wide
phone in the toilet.
was previously in development at the
Orbit, Excel, Microsoft Word, Power
CW during the 2016-17 season... For
Point and other technology is a plus.
James Corden
the second straight year, Good Morning
Media sales experience and college
America co-anchor Robin Roberts and
degree preferred. CLICK HERE to apply
ABC late-night host Jimmy Kimmel will team up on a one(job #2018-48523). EOE M/F/D/V
hour prime-time special to pay tribute to the stars and icons
Director of Sales, Minneapolis/St. Paul, needed to plan
the world lost this year, and the legacies they left behind.
and direct all sales activities for KSTP (ABC affiliate), KSTC
The Year in Memoriam 2018 airs Monday, Dec. 17 at 10 PM
(full power independent), MeTV, Antenna TV and the stations’
(ET) on ABC. Hosted by Roberts and executive produced
digital products. The DOS will meet and exceed revenue
by Kimmel and Roberts, the show will celebrate the lives of
goals by developing sales managers and sales staff, creating
icons like Aretha Franklin, Burt Reynolds, Barbara Bush,
a solid and creative sales strategy. Minimum 5 years prior
Sen. John McCain and Stephen Hawking.
experience in a broadcast, digital sales or marketing role. TV
sales management highly preferred. CLICK HERE for more
THE VIDEO GAME BUSINESS IS HOT, HOT, HOT
info or to apply now.
Total U.S. consumer spending on video games reached
Transactional Account Manager needed for sales of
$9.1 billion in Q3 of 2018, according to the latest report
WRAL-TV and WRAZ-TV in Raleigh, N.C. The mission
from The NPD Group. That’s up 24 percent from the same
is to grow market share by developing client/agency
quarter of 2017.
relationships, developing local contacts with key decision
Video game content sales increased 25 percent to $7.9
makers and providing clients with unprecedented service.
billion. All content categories, which include full-game,
Strong account management and broadcast media sales
DLC/MTX, subscriptions, and mobile saw increases, with
experience required. All candidates must APPLY ONLINE.
mobile games and digital content for console and portable
EOE M/F. All Capitol Broadcasting Company properties are
platforms experiencing the most growth. The software titles
tobacco free. Capitol Broadcasting Company participates in
having the most positive impact on dollar sales in the third
E-Verify.
quarter include (listed alphabetically) Candy Crush Saga,
KCWE-TV/Hearst Television’s CW affiliate in Kansas City
Fortnite, Madden NFL 19, Marvel’s Spider-Man and NBA has an opening for an experienced Account Executive.
2K19.
We are looking for an AE who is highly motivated, can grow
Hardware sales grew 11 percent in the quarter to $737
revenue on existing accounts and secure new advertisers
million, led by Xbox One, PS4 and Plug & Play devices
to the station. Ideal candidate will have strong business
like NES Classic and SNES Classic. Accessory sales grew
development experience as well as the ability to effectively
44 percent in Q3 2018 when compared to a year ago, with
negotiate. If you have a proven track record of producing
headset and game card sales setting all-time records in Q3
revenue on multiple platforms, click HERE to apply. EOE
dollar spending. Game cards sales reached a record high,
(Continued on Page 3)
growing 63 percent to surpass accessories for the first time
in the third quarter of a calendar year.
THIS AND THAT
“The video game market in the U.S. continues to thrive with
For the week including Thanksgiving, Nielsen reports that
compelling gaming content expanding the market, driving
U.S. sales of beef totaled $416 million, up 7 percent from
higher spending of hardware, accessory and software,” said
a year ago. But turkey sales fell 7 percent to $281 million.
Mat Piscatella, NPD games industry analyst. “And with the
Overall, it was the highest-grossing week so far in 2018 for
sales strength of recent releases such as Marvel’s Spiderfast-moving consumer goods, with sales of $17.3 billion, up
Man and NBA 2K19, combined with cross-platform titles
1 percent from a year ago… Parks Associates calculates
such as Fortnite, there appears to be no slowing down as we
that more than 80 percent of smart TVs are connected to the
head into the final stretch of the holiday shopping season.”
Internet, up from 70 percent in 2014.
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HOME PRICES ARE STILL RISING, BUT SLOWLY
AVAILS (Continued from Page 2)
U.S. home prices rose 5.4 percent nationally year-over-year
Southeast network affiliate looking for a Transactional
in October, according to the monthly tally from CoreLogic. Account Executive with a minimum of 3-5 years media sales
On a month-to-month basis, they were up 0.5 percent from experience. The successful candidate will be motivated,
September.
detail oriented and someone who has dealt with advertising
Looking ahead, CoreLogic forecasts that home prices will agencies or worked in the national spot TV business.
increase by 4.8 percent on a year-over-year basis from The candidate must also be a great listener, able to build
October 2018 to October 2019. On a month-over-month relationships through phone and email, and have a strong
basis, home prices are expected to decrease by 0.7 percent desire to help maximize spot revenue. Must have a working
from October to November 2018.
knowledge of digital advertising and the opportunities that
“Rising prices and interest rates have reduced homebuyer advertising agencies would be interested in. Resume in
activity and led to a gradual slowing in
confidence to apply@spotsndots.com
appreciation,” said Dr. Frank Nothaft,
CBS11 & TXA21 is looking for a dynamic,
chief economist for CoreLogic. “October’s
motivating
and creative sales manager
Kids save all their deepest
mortgage rates were the highest in
for
our
TV
and
digital platforms in Dallasquestions about the
seven-and-a-half years, eroding buyer
Fort Worth. The candidate must be a
universe for when you’re
affordability. Despite higher interest rates,
strategic thinker, team leader, motivator
singing along to a really
many renters view a home purchase
and be able to work in a collaborative
good song in the car.
as a way to build wealth through homeenvironment with a senior team of
equity growth, especially in areas where
managers toward a common goal. Must
rents are rising quickly. These include the
have a proven track record as a talented
Funny Tweeter
Phoenix, Las Vegas and Orlando metro
leader who empowers, motivates and
areas, where the CoreLogic Singleholds their AEs accountable to leverage
Family Rent Index rose 6 percent or more during the last superior media assets and achieve revenue goals. CLICK
12 months.”
HERE for more info or to apply now.
Looking at the nation’s 100 largest metropolitan areas, the
report says 35 percent have an overvalued housing market ACCOUNT ACTIONS
as of October 2018. Additionally, as of October 2018, 24
Campaign US reports that the National Football
percent of the top 100 metropolitan areas were undervalued, League has awarded its creative agency of record
and 41 percent were at value.
account to 72andSunny. It beat out competition from
When looking at only the top 50 markets based on housing Wieden+Kennedy, Venables Bell & Partners and Goodby
stock, 44 percent were overvalued, 16 percent were Silverstein and Partners. The NFL issued both an RFI and
undervalued, and 40 percent were at value.
an RFP regarding its overall marketing business earlier this
The analysis defines an overvalued housing market as one year. Incumbent Grey, which held the NFL account for a
in which home prices are at least 10 percent above the long- decade and decided not to pitch, declined to comment...
term, sustainable level. An undervalued housing market is Campaign US also says Verizon has substantially reduced
one in which home prices are at least 10 percent below the its external agency network in recent years from 46 to 18.
sustainable level.
Under CMO Diego Scotti, Verizon’s in-house operation
140 has grown to a 150-person agency. Verizon’s marketing
AUTO LOAN RATES SEE SLIGHT DECLINE
business, with a budget of $1 billion, is now divided into
Interest rates for new vehicles dipped slightly in November, three major hubs: 140, Publicis Groupe for media and IPG
according to the analysts at Edmunds.
for creative.
The annual percentage rate (APR) on new financed vehicles
averaged 6 percent in November, compared to 6.2 percent TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY
in October. The report says this month-over-month dip can
be attributed to a bump in zero-percent finance deals from
automakers in November.
“Car buyers got a bit of relief this month thanks to Black
Friday deals, but an average interest rate above 6 percent
is still a tough pill to swallow, especially for shoppers who
might be coming back to the market after a number of
years,” said Jeremy Acevedo at Edmunds. “Shoppers who
purchased a car in November five years ago could feasibly
be facing a 47 percent increase in their interest rate this
November,” he noted.
Despite this month-over-month uptick in zero-percent
finance loans, Edmunds data reveals that zero-percent
finance deals dropped to 5.5 percent, their lowest November
level since 2005.
“Automakers are certainly offering more zero-percent
finance deals this holiday season than they have in previous
months, but they’re still few and far between,” said Acevedo.
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